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the In Search of Europe? exhibition is an experimental collaboration project in the framework of the 
junior research group In Search of Europe: Considering the Possible in Africa and the 
Middle East. the research group, located at Zentrum Moderner orient in berlin and funded from 2010  
to 2014 by the federal Ministry of education and research, studies encounters and entanglements with 
„europe“ as a „metonymy of the possible“ in Africa, the Middle east, and the former ottoman empire. this 
interdisciplinary project consists of researchers from the fields of anthropology, Ottoman history, Islamic 
studies, art history, plus the curator of the exhibition.

europeans are accustomed to see themselves as the centre of the world, and studying the ways people else
where perceive europe carries the potential risk of unwittingly reproducing this eurocentristic bias. but  
what if “europe” is not about europe? What if “europe” is about building a house in senegal with the money 
one hopes to earn as a migrant, claiming civil rights in egypt in the name of political ideas of global currency, 
meeting the political challenge of the rising imperial powers western europe in the ottoman empire of late 
19th century, or developing an aesthetic language in Mozambique that is recognized as contemporary art  
in international art circles? the question about the search for europe in Africa and the Middle east is, thus, 
not so much about a specific region or group of people as it is about a specific historical experience shared 
by many in various parts of the world: the search for a better future in an unequal world where some parts 
of the world set the standards which others have to reckon with.

but is europe still actually setting those standards? is it still a place people look up to in admiration and /  
or anger? And was the world ever so neatly divided into centre and periphery? Where is „europe“ anyway? 
the actual contours of the imaginary maps of the world still need to be drawn, and so do the ways in which 
people think about the possible and inevitable in a changing world. the in search of europe research  
project zooms in on specific moments in history and the present to develop an understanding of how people 
remember the past, search for a better future, think about alternatives and reckon with the inevitable  
in a world that is structured by complex geographic hierarchies of power.



Vanessa D Iaz  R IVas
Vanessa Díaz Rivas’ research deals with contemporary art in Mozambique. Artists in Mozambique today 
largely refuse to be branded as “African” artists and claim to be considered as contemporary artists and 
not only as African ones. Very often their art has been defined in terms as African or traditional, definitions 
largely based on categories of othering that go back to the country’s history as a colony. Colonial history and 
socialist ideologies during the Cold War largely precluded equal partnership of Mozambican artists in the 
global art market. in order to overcome geographical hierarchies, many Mozambican artists tend to highlight 
the contemporary character of their work. Vanessa díaz wonders if this discursive move has the potential  
to change their actual positions in the global visual arts market.

for the isoe exhibition, Vanessa díaz collaborated with gemuce. 

BIo
Vanessa Díaz Rivas, M.A., is a research fellow at the Zentrum Moderner orient in berlin. she is currently 
working on her dissertation project on contemporary art in Maputo, Mozambique, at the department of 
African Art history at the freie Universität berlin. she is part of the research project “in search of europe: 
Considering the Possible in Africa and the Middle east,” which is funded by the federal Ministry for education 
and research. Within this project, she has also been working, since early 2012, on a cooperation with the 
Mozambican artist gemuce, which attempts to explore the boundaries between art and science. she studied 
Cultural Anthropology at the Johannes gutenbergUniversity in Mainz, and worked there at the department 
of Anthropology and African studies as a teacher and student adviser from 2009 to 2010.

Bett Ina  GRäf
debates about capitalism, socialism and islam in the 1940s and 1950s are the subject of Bettina Gräf’s 
research. she analyses the social and material conditions of text production in a number of publishing houses 
in Cairo and beirut. intellectuals and publishing houses faced the power of the competing ideologies of 
capitalism and socialism, both anchored in the european subcontinent, and began to think more rigorously 
about islam as a system and alternative utopian social order. bettina gräf is especially interested in under
standing the varied possible connections between economic and cultural production in capitalist and socialist 
(or state capitalist) societies. gräf‘s approach, which involves concentrating on the impacts of competing 
ideologies and economic setups on practices of reading, writing and publishing, searches to overcome 
conceptual divisions (and hierarchies) based on categorisations of east and West or south and north and,  
by doing this, to focus on an entangled history that is shaped by a shared set of similar economic and political 
conditions. 

for the isoe exhibition, bettina gräf collaborated with Mohamed Abdelkarim.

BIo
Bettina Gräf studied islamic studies, Arabic, and Political science at the free University of berlin and the 
humboldt University in berlin. since 2003, she has been working at the Zentrum Moderner orient (ZMo). she 
wrote her Phd thesis about media fatwas and the popular egyptian media sheikh Yusuf alQaradawi, who lives 
in Qatar. her thesis was published in 2010 as part of the series “ZMo studien.” her publications also include 
the global Mufti. the Phenomenon of Yusuf alQaradawi (together with Jakob skovgaardPetersen), published 
by hurst and Columbia University Press in 2009, and social dynamics 2.0: researching Change in times  
of Media Convergence. Case studies from the Middle east and Asia (together with nadjaChristina schneider), 
published by frank & timme in 2011. since 2010, bettina gräf has been part of the interdisciplinary research 
group “in search of europe,” and has been conducting research on publishing houses in egypt in the 1940s 
and 1950s, and on the concept of islam as a political system and ideology at the beginning of the Cold War. 
her work is situated within Cultural and Media studies.



Knut GRaw
Knut Graw, working within the context of migration from West Africa to southern Europe, reflects on 
the epistemic foundations of ethnographic research (and photography), which are to be found in european 
colonial history, and deals with this historical legacy as a fundamental problem of representation in research 
and art. drawing on research with West African migrants in spain and other Mediterranean settings, he 
addresses this problematic inheritance by investigating the ways europe is perceived from the simultaneously 
internal and external perspective constituted by migratory and diasporic experiences. taking its starting 
point from the documentation of heterogeneous, subaltern ideas and perceptions of europe from within the 
lifeworld of migration, the project at the same time interrogates european selfperceptions in relation to  
its economic and political realities. 

for the isoe exhibition, graw collaborated with Charlotte Menin. 

BIo
Knut Graw works as a cultural anthropologist at the University of leuven, and is an associate member  
of the „in search of europe“ research group. in 2013, he was a research fellow at Zentrum Moderner orient  
in berlin in the framework of the research group. his research focuses on endogenous hermeneutic 
practices in senegal, globalization, and the experience of migration between West Africa and southern 
europe.

a ïssatou MBoDj-Pouye
Aïssatou Mbodj-Pouye’s research explores how the foyers (migrant hostels) in Paris as a place of abode 
where many West African migrants spend years, even decades, bring together conflicting views of the 
location and conceptual borders of europe. residents migrate to europe in search of a better life, and those 
who chose to stay in the foyers are those who kept their families “back home”. but although it might not  
be what they put forward, they find themselves claiming to be Parisians. She is thus asking who is a European 
anyway, while at the same time challenging the classical and still prevailing approaches to residents of  
the foyers that focus on their transnational links, but not on their presence and continuity as parts of french 
cities. she argues that one should radically rethink the image of the poor migrant whose real life and  
home are not there — the absent migrant — and to overcome the imaginary border between outside and 
inside that is drawn when one assumes that the migrant is confined to the foyer in a separate space 
somehow outside the city.

for the isoe exhibition, Mbodj collaborated with Anissa Michalon.

BIo
Aïssatou Mbodj-Pouye, Ph.d. in Anthropology and sociology from lyon in 2007, is a research fellow  
at the CNRS, affiliated with the Centre d’études des mondes africains (CEMAf). Her main field of investigation 
is the anthropology of literacy through ethnographic projects in Mali on writing practices in various settings, 
as well as broader reflections on written culture. Since 2010, as associate member of In Search of Europe  
at the ZMo, she has been developing a project on the spatial dimension of the memory of migration, in 
particular through the history of migrants’ places of residence. she is currently researching issues of memory 
and materiality in West Africa and in the context of African migration to france.



LeyLa  Von MenDe
Leyla von Mende’s research investigates inhowfar during the late ottoman empire and the early republic, 
parts of europe were perceived as a distant other and as former parts of oneself. ottoman political and 
intellectual elites that visited the balkans in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries viewed their 
former provinces with a mixture of condescending imperialism and admiration for their progress, trying  
to position themselves and the balkans within a europeanottoman network. What her research shows is that 
in the ways ottoman travellers perceived of the results of the new independence of the balkan states, there 
is no clear dichotomy of inside and outside or self and other. in this regard, she suggests, we should think 
about history much more explicitly as something fluidly shared by groups of certain individuals in certain 
moments of time rather than starting from seemingly established geographic or allegedly cultural divides.  
If an Ottoman traveller went to Sofia in the early twentieth century, should we speak about his experiences  
in europe or in the former ottoman empire? And should we speak about him as an “ottoman traveller”  
or as part of a wider group of international elite travellers? Put in a different way, what kind of referential 
hierarchy is at stake here? What does Sofia represent for whom at which moment?

for the isoe exhibition, leyla von Mende collaborated with the artist esra ersen.

BIo
Leyla von Mende graduated from the freie Universität berlin with a Master’s degree in islamic studies, 
Politics, and law in december 2008. from March 2009 to July 2010, she worked as the Assistant to the 
director at the Zentrum Moderner orient in berlin. she is currently doing her Ph.d. as a member 
of the research group “in search of europe” at the Zentrum Moderner orient. in her dissertation project, 
she analyzes representations of postottoman southeast europe in ottoman travel writing.

saMuLI  schIeLKe
Samuli Schielke examines creative trajectories in Alexandria in the context of contradictory post
revolutionary dynamics. He asks why and for whom people write poetry, fiction, or social criticism, and which 
consequences literary practice has for the lives and social trajectories of the writers. he also addresses 
the politics of literary imagination which he sees as part of a struggle over what kind of a city Alexandria 
is and ought to be. This struggle takes place in a field of contention between the nostalgia (also sponsored 
by european cultural diplomacy) for colonial Alexandria, the power of radical religious movements, and a 
revi ta lised paranoid nationalism. Under conditions of a violent political polarisation, the literary engagement 
with the european in Alexandria raises the wider, urgent question about otherness and difference in a divided 
society.

for the isoe exhibition, schielke collaborated with the iskenderiyan standards group.

BIo
Samuli Schielke was born in helsinki, finland, in 1972, and received his Phd in social sciences from the  
University of Amsterdam in 2006. he is head of the research group “in search of europe.” his ongoing 
ethnographic research in egypt touches on topics of aspiration and frustration, migration and imagination, 
revolutionary politics and literary lives. he is author of the books You’ll be late for the revolution (in Arabic, 
2011), the Perils of Joy (2012), ordinary lives and grand schemes (with liza debevec, 2012), and the global 
horizon (with Knut graw, 2012).


